
EVALUATION: NOT JUST NUMBERS

We would greatly appreciate it if you could complete this evaluation form and return it to one of the 
following addresses:

International Organization    Office of the UN High Commissioner
for Migration (Brussels)    for Refugees (Benelux)
Rue Montoyer 40    Rue van Eyck straat 11b,
1000 Brussels, Belgium    1050 Brussels, Belgium
Fax +32 2 230 07 63    Fax: + 32 2 706 63 63
Email : mrfbrussels@iom.int    Email: BELBR@unhcr.org

Name:      School / Organization:
Phone:      Address: 
Fax no°      
Email:      Age of pupils:   Class size: 

1. What was your overall impression of the toolkit? 

0 10
not very good       ok      good      very good       excellent

Which exercises did you do and why?

Comments:

Would you use the toolkit again? Why or why not? 

2. What was the most successful part of the toolkit? Why was it successful?

3. How helpful was the toolkit Not Just Numbers for teaching on the topic of migration 
and asylum?

0 10
not helpful   helpful   very helpful   l  could not have done without it

The DVD :
the manual:

Suggestions:



What changes or improvements would you recommend making?

4. Did the pupils using the toolkit grasp the various concepts and issues addressed? 

0 10
concepts not grasped  some concepts understood   most concepts understood 

Comments:

How did pupils react to the creative exercises? (enthusiastic, motivated or not)

How did pupils react to the DVD portraits? (identification, cultural values)

5. Was the material in the toolkit appropriate for the age group of your class?

a) too simple  b) too complex  c) appropriate 

Remarks:

6. Was it easy for you to integrate using the toolkit into your lesson planning/curriculum? 
Why/Why not? 

0 10
difficult        moderately difficult         easy 

7. Was the manual easy to use, clear and well organized?

0 10
not clear      clear      very clear      excellent

Were the proposed lessons times for using the toolkit of an appropriate length?

a) too short  b) too long  c) adequate

Thank you very much for your time!
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